• Read the document
  • TAUG-Psoriasis Compiled — View the entire document as a single web page.
  • TAUG-Psoriasis Sections — Display each section on its own page.

• Introduction
  • How to Read This Document
  • CDASH Metadata and Annotations
  • Known Issues

• Overview of Psoriasis
  • Disease History and Characteristics
    • Diagnosis
    • Prior Treatments
    • Disease Baseline Characteristics

• Disease Assessments
  • Overall Skin Disease Assessment
  • Individual Symptoms Assessment/Impact on Quality of Life
  • Identification of Target Lesions
  • Specific Area Lesion Assessments

• Study Treatment and Exposure
  • Phototherapy Administration
  • Topical Study Treatment

• Questionnaires, Ratings, and Scales

• Analysis Data
  • Subject-level Dataset
  • Analysis of Selected Efficacy Variables
  • ADaM-BDS Using CRIT
  • ADaM-BDS Using PARAMCD
  • Analysis of Exposure

• Appendices
  • Psoriasis Standards Development Team
  • Non-standard Variables (NSVs)
  • Glossary and Abbreviations
  • References
  • Representations and Warranties, Limitations of Liability, and Disclaimers

• View the examples
  • Psoriasis Examples — This is where all examples used in the document are located.

• Provide feedback
  • Instructions for Reviewers — This is where to find detailed instructions for how to use JIRA to provide feedback on the document.

Other resources you may find helpful:

• Introduction to Therapeutic Area Standards — This provides an overview of what to expect, and what not to expect, from a therapeutic area user guide.

• Reading on the Wiki — This page touches on some of the ways the Wiki edition of the document has been optimized for web use, with which a reader new to the CDISC Wiki may be unfamiliar.

• TA Specification — This is a spreadsheet that provides information, for newer and proposed domains and variables, on relationships with versions of SDTM and the SDTMIG.

TA Specifications were developed to assist FDA in their testing processes, but can also provide implementers with advice on how to adapt the representation of data shown in the TAUG to different versions of the standards. TA Specifications are provided as a resource to reviewers; we are not seeking comment on the TA Specification. However, we would appreciate being informed of inconsistencies in the content of the TA Specification and the TA User Guide.

Comments on this document should be entered into JIRA at: https://jira.cdisc.org/projects/TAPSOR. For more details, see the Instructions for Reviewers.